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Watch Marie Muthumari's
Tamil song from blockbuster
Durga.n Cast: Nizhalgal Ravi,
Baby Shamili, Kanaka,
Chandrashaker, Takla Ramu,
Senthil,.te is a Tamil movie
directed by S Tuvasuppalam
Autumn, when the snow is still
lying, and the beauty of all the
corners and chambers of the
garden is already partially
covered with snow.The film tells
the story of five sisters who,
having committed a terrible
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crime, remained alive.But their
dead parents must take revenge,
and they must go through pain
and death before their hearts
and souls are freed from the
pain of the past Time (2013)h
Title: Time.gh This film is about
five sisters who receive a
birthday present from an
unknown boy.This is how their
love story begins. Time for Two
(2013/HR/H1 /R/R)h/23s. The
life of five young people living
in London is filled with a variety
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of events and experiences. The
death of his mother, separation
from his father, other troubles
make the guy, Devon, seriously
think about life. Time never
stands still. Time is not
decoration, time does not exist,
it cannot be seen, felt, but it can
change our being. Time is what
allows you to experience
happiness from every day you
live, from every happy minute
and inevitable disappointment,
from every unpleasant moment.
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And if there is time for love, it
will definitely win it. Love
conquers everything, even time,
even death. Of all the Tamil
novel films I know, this one is
the most filmed and the easiest
to follow. The film successfully
shows the differences between
the teachings of Ravi Shankar
and the teachings of Sri
Aurobindo. Personally, I was
very surprised. In the film,
Devon and Nike fall in love, but
his father, the king, is not
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interested in the girls' marriage
and forces them to marry other
princes. But in the film there is
the text of the letter of Shri
Arunjil. How is it that these two
great men were steeped in the
same religion, but were also
people of different worldviews?
And were they really equal in
their double-edged teachings? In
the film, Sri Araganjeel says:
"You will need years to go
through many religions, you will
have learning difficulties, but
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despite this, you must remain a
bhishma, no false judgment, no
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